
 

  

SimVenture Validate 
Offering visual, practical and fun online entrepreneurship support 

at low cost 
 



 

  

Introduction  
 

Validate Startup is a computer, tablet and mobile phone compatible 

application that introduces users to the best of startup education and learning. 

 

It is targeted at users who want an introduction to entrepreneurship including: 

 

 THE INTERESTED - Those that are interested in learning more about what 

entrepreneurship is but don’t necessarily want to start a business now. 

 

 THE UNCONFIDENT - Those with an idea but without the confidence to 

take it to the next level. 

 

 THE STARTERS - Those with an idea and the confidence, but looking for 

the best knowledge to maximise their chances of success.  

 

Validate is a One Stop Shop for entrepreneurship. This includes the best from: 

 

 THEORY - We synthesise the best entrepreneurship theory and curate it in 

one easy to follow journey. This includes the key ideas from Lean Startup 

and the Business Model Canvas – the two dominant entrepreneurship 

theories taught on every good entrepreneurship programme. 

 

 DOING - We blend learning with doing. Validate takes users on a simple 

and clear step by step journey as they input information and answer 

questions to develop a business idea from the ground up. 

 

 CASE STUDIES - Unlike other courses that just focus on high growth tech 

startups, we know that entrepreneurs are diverse. We present this range 

moving from the UK high street to African social enterprises to Danish 

food and drink.  

 

 SHOWCASING - Validate takes a user’s inputs and automatically 

populates a beautiful, customisable Portfolio. This can be shared to 

present and communicate any idea.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

What can Validate do for you? Here are some examples of different situations 

where Validate can add huge value, allowing quality entrepreneurship support 

to be offered at scale, at low cost. 

 

Use Case 1: Startup support 
 

Summary 
Validate allows high quality entrepreneurship at scale with little or no staff cost. 

For situations where staff resource is available, Validate enables them to 

provide better support to more students. 

 

Key Features 
 Validate is a digital One Stop Shop containing all the theory, knowledge, 

case studies, and questions to help a user independently develop their 

business idea from ideation to launch 

 User data collected in Validate allows any available staff to provide 

efficient and targeted support to more people 

 Validate chat forums creates a community of users to support each 

other and learn together  

 

Use Case 2: Entrepreneurship course 
 

Summary 
Validate puts quality entrepreneurship best practice in the hands of any course 

leader and improves learning outcomes while increasing class sizes. 

 

Key Features 
 Validate curates the best in startup theory to upskill students faster 

before they enter the classroom 

 The platform allows a “flipped classroom” where students can receive 

instructional material online thus freeing up time in class for critical 

discussion and reflection 

 Validate chat allows a course leader to communicate directly with 

students from anywhere – for example to set homework or provide 

additional resources – while students can also support each other 

 Live tracking means student progress can be tracked throughout the 

course, rather than waiting for a final submission. Information like total 

time on the site and last logged in data provides critical insights 

 

Use Case 3: Competition/Application 
 

Summary 
Validate improves the quality of submissions and makes it easier and faster to 

assess ideas. 

 

Key Features 
 Takes applicants on a guided journey to ensure they input the clearest 

and best possible version of their idea 



 

  

 Live tracking allows easy access to data e.g. how many applicants, 

what stages have they reached etc. 

 The Portfolio format allows assessors to quickly see the critical information 

of all applicants and make accurate decisions fast 

 

Use Case 4: Mentoring 
 

Summary 
Validate improves the efficiency and outcomes of a mentor/mentee 

relationship allowing the mentor to support more mentees and have more 

impact 

 

Key Features 
 A mentor can easily see all their mentees work live to understand 

progress and potential challenges 

 Meetings become more efficient as the mentor can dive straight into the 

critical issues and work faster and more efficiently 

 Validate theory and activities give the mentee additional help to 

develop their idea in between meetings 

 Validate messaging allows a mentor to communicate directly with their 

mentees or even connect them in groups 

 

 


